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Answej: any eight questions from the following as directed: 1x8-8
£1^ ® ' .

(a) We hear a crackle when we take pff our synthetic cloths or sweater
particularly in dry season. It happens because of —^

.. . . - . blanks)

;  ' ^
^  ̂

^vo^, .c^ ^ '
I

(b) The mathematical expression given below is known as
principle. (Pill in the blank)

^1 - TZ^ ^2 . 1
^^^0 i=2 If *

Ws 1wl ^ ̂  #i ̂  ̂ I

4/rSo ti hi

(c) Two resistors of equal values are connected in parallel. Which of the
following options is correct if the two ends of the combination are
connected across the terminals of a battery ? ^
(i) (currents flowing through the resistors)

(ii) = V2 (potential differences across each resistors)

(Hi) Both of the above are eorrect.

^  ̂ cs|^ 1^ ̂

(i) H = ii ^ '

(iii) ""prftft: I
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(e)

( ), The force acting in between two parallel wires of length lOra carrying
through each of them and placed Im apart in vacuum

will be (Fill in the blank)

Im W 10m

%«, £l^lf%s tsl^ §5511 ̂  I

■  ' ^ W/

The most important prediction to emerge from Maxwell's equations'

.  1
(i) eddy current

(ii) electromagnetic waves ^

(in) displacement current (Choose the correct option)

CsraCW ^ (Sl^T ^

(i)

(ii) 1%^

Cm;)

A plane mirror lies on x-y plane.' If the incident ray is on y-z plane
then the reflected ray and the normal will lie on X

(i) x-y and y-z plane

(ii) y-z and z-x plane

(Hi) z-x and x-y plane . (Choose the correct option)
T^^rrcf x-y ^ ̂ ^rsj^ixs ̂

£if^<ppi\s \5f(^

(i)_ x-y y-2 >jA(\S(r|\s

(ii) y-z ̂5}!^ z-x

(Hi) z-x x-y ^
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(g) Mirage is an optical phenomenon related to . 1

^ (i), scattering .

(ii) total internal reflection

(Hi) total internal refraction (Choose the correct option)

(i)

(Hi) *srI^\o 5\s<?c5/

(It)

(i)

If Zp and be the wavelengfli of de Broglie waves for a proton and
an alpha particle then which of the following is correct ? i

p a . ̂

(i)

(ii)

~ Ar

Xp > x^

(Hi) Xp < X^

.  h £q
The term an = 5-

Trme

(i) impact parameter
(ii) Bohr radius

(Hi) activity

is called

an =
Ttme

(i)

(ii)

(Hi)

(Otoose the correct option)

(Choose the correct option)
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(j) The space-charge region on both sides of a p-n junction is known' as

•  ̂ ^
(i) cut-off region

(ii) active region

(in) depletion region (Chobse the correct option)

^ p-n ^ ^

(ij

(ii)

(ui) ̂  ̂ (m ^
»  > ^

(k) li Eq, and Eq^ be the energy gaps between CB and VB of
C (diamond). Si and Ge, then which of the following is correct ?

:  1

^ Ec, Esi ̂  Ece '^ C(^%

(i) Ec >Esi >Eqe

(ii) Ec <Esi <Eoe

(Hi) Ec >Esi= Ea, (Choose the correct option)

'  (m ^

2. Answer any ten questions from the following as directed: 2x10=20

(d) . (i) What is the SI unit of electric field ? Write an alternate unit of
it 'if any. ^ 1+1=2

*  SI ft ? c<p1c*s1 <4^5^ ̂ srfc^

ft'?!! 1

OjR/W^

(ii) Calculate the force between two small charged spheres having
charges of +1 x lO'^C and -1 x 10"^C placed 30cw2 apart in air.

•  2
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(ii)

30an +1 xlO"^C -1 x 10"^C

(b) (i) Name the tivo forces with their nature acting between two
protons. V2x4=2

oR/wfm

(ii) Find out the incorrect options from the following: 1+1=2
(A) Inside a conductor, electrostatic field can never be zero.
(B) At the surface of a charged conductor, electrostatic field

must be normal to the surface at every point
(C) The interior of a conductor can have excess charee in the

static situation. °

1^ci% ̂ 5^ O

(c) (i) State Kirchhoff s laws in current electricity 2
R<l^<P I

</

oR/^smt

Name the electrical device which is sir^-i
potentiometer. What does the followino- ^
^  ̂'^Pression mean ?

e{l) = ̂l

»ni6?iSt[WF? >4^ aiSi'W

trwrRsr ̂  Prsit I
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.  (d) (t) Establish the expression for current either /j or L which are
flowing through the resistors R, and respectively and
connected in parallel to a cell of e.mi. £ and total current is I
fre. fj+y. 2

TRIWIW ^ c^«R5 3R;5f ^

fJ ̂  ^ 1

OR/^mt

(ii) Match the follovying and rewrite: 14x4=2

(a) = qvBsinO -

(b) =mv/qB

(3) r = ̂0
4;r

\

W =q\E{f)+vxB{r)\
(e) (i) Calculate the value of /^p / 4;r and write its unit. 1V2+V2=2

^7t ^ 45^ ̂ 5r(451£)^ I,

oR/^mt

(ii) A current of 0-40>l is flowing through a coil of radius 8-0cm
and haying 100 turns. Find the magnetic field at its centre. 2

100 ^ 8-0 cm 4JPTf^^ t£)'^ WrfW 0-40A £}4tf|®
c<p!trvD cW%45 ^4t I

(f) (i) Derive the expression for motional emf as ̂  = Blv. Where the
symbols have their usual meaning. 2

33TPHYS
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(g)

■ nfh! ^ SRWifto £ = BZV^ ^

■^tPlT5Ji!S ■^CBM

OR/®r'W/

(u) A current of 4-OA is flowing in a coil. If the current suddenly
falls to O-OA in 0-ls an average em/of 2Q0 V is induced. Calculate
the coefficient of self induction of the coil. 2
^'ei 4-oA srarfl® ^ o-is W5
O-OA Atl^ 200 V 1%^ VW ̂  I

The household line voltage of 220V is an value with a
peak voltage of 311V (Fill in tlm blank). Establish an expression relating
the terms P, V, and R. • 1+1=2 .

RJW® 5lf^R 220 V —— ^5tt^ RilH
^11^-tsi 311V ^ ̂  I P' ^

Qi) (i) A tank is filled with water to a height of 12-5 an. The apparent
depth of needle lying at the bottom of the tank is measured by

'  a ndcroscope to be 94 cm. What is the refractive index of water ?
2

^ 12-5cm ^ ̂
t£i^' ^ 94 cm 1
.9ft^ fiisrR ?

(ii) Draw a ray diagram to make someone understand how a virtual
and many times magnified image of an object is formed in a
compound microscope. 2
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(i) A plane wavefront is travelling front lighter medium 3 to denser medium
2 through the interface of mediums 1 and 2 with velocities and V2 and
you know well that sini/sinr= where iand rare the angles
of incidence and refraction. If ^d be the refractive indices of the
mediums then derive Snell's law. 2

^  I ̂  2 ̂  ^ V2

WRI (R sini/sinr= vjv^

'  2 2^ ft'# ̂  i

(j) (i) The Lyman series is in the
Brackett' series are in the .

C3sr%

C3St% _—

^ region, but Paschen and
■  region; 1+1=2

(Fill in the blanks)

oR/'sfmt

(ii) Explain in brief the type of energy states of an electron above
E=0. 2

E=0

(k) (i) Calculate the energy equivalent of 1 kg of a substance. 2
1 kg C^^lTRt *l1^ ^'

OR/^W

Discuss conductor and insulator in terms of energy gap. 2

x|j^ <5#^ ^ ^BlRiPTrRt

^1

(7; Using a p-n junction diode draw a circuit diagram of a half wave
rectifier showing input and output waveform. ^ 1+1-2

p-n ̂ \*tH ^
<rr I
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(ni) Wliat do you mean by thermal equUibrium ? How does the situation
is mathematically expressed in terms of electron and hole
concentrations and intrinsic carrief concentration ? < 1+1=2

ft ? >£|'5 ^ ̂ ^
<||?5P R>W £R5|*t

3-. (a) , (i) What is an electric dipole? An electric dipole with dinnlp
moment 4 x IQ-^cm is ahgned at 30° with the direction of I
uniform electric field of magnitude 5 X 10^ jyc-i Cal 1magnitude of the torque. ^^^2 3
Hcsr; 91^ 1%?'4 X io-9cm'Spiw 5 X 104 ^

■  _ ^ WIIjRkP 30° qsjq
Q5?rt ̂  •snq qqqf |

OR/WW
•  **

(ii) Show that the energy stored ina charged capacitor is R_ l/ 2

where the-symbols have their usual meaning

^5rf%

<pRc^i

(b) (i) What is a Wheatstone bridge? Establish thp
of it. • ^ ""^^ematical form

^"*■2=3fNf fis? %rR ^ I
oR/^mt

(ii) You have been given n resistors each of value h
combine them to get (i) maximum and (U)
resistance ? Mention the values in each case Find^^ ^^^ective
maximum to minimum values of resistance ^

.  ' ^/2X 4+1=3
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■  . c^st^tRs R -Sim n'et (R1«R5 (i) (it) ^
(RIS( twm (Rlw;^ iptfBt C1M TR

I  "®tw 1^9^ c^«R ̂ 9tp5 ^1

M  (i) . Write a few lines on any tivo of magnetic declination,
inclination (le. magnetic dip), horizontal component, .
component. " .

cftf^ Rc<pIMI
C^s^^tlftsiR 1§rTt I , ,

OR/

(ii) Two long and parallel straight conductors A aitd B Me c^mg
currents of 8 0A and 5-OA in die same direction. A and B areseparated by a distance of 4-Ocm. Calculate the force on a 10cm
portion of wire A.

A ̂  B ^ ̂ 8-0A ̂  5-0A srat^ 1^
•  t51SI A "SfW B 'fW 4-Ocml A

10 cm WH >fi5t -S'Ws 1^ ̂  ̂
■^1 •

M) ft) Describe any one experiment where generation of mduced emf
can be clearly demonstrated.

C5Rn:5t'^
..?|fw 4Jf«IJt ^ I .

oR/^smt

ft, ) Exnlain any one advantage of using eddy current in (a) magneticbr^ing in trains, (b) electromagnetic damping, and (c) mduction
furnace. ,

ra) <a^.

t  [ 111 Cpntii'
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(e) (i) Mention one difference between an AC generator and a motor.
Draw a neat diagram of AC generator and indicate there ia) the
coil, (b) the slip rings, (c) the axle, and (d) the carbon brasses.

1+4x1/2=3

I  ̂ £1.1^. 2}^ ^n<h (a)

(b) fcj ^ (d) ̂ #f ^1

OR/^Sf^

(U) A long solenoid having 15 turns per an has a small loop of area
2 sq.an placed inside the solenoid normal to its axis. If the
change of current in the solenoid is 2-OA in 0-ls, find the
induced emfin the loop. . ^

2|f% cm ̂ 15 2 sq,cm

^  oi^v»lw ^

0;ls^ 2-OA 1%^©^
"51^ ̂  ^1

(f) Write the mirror equation. Define magnification and find the
expression for magnification m from the mirror equation.

■  1+1+1=3

Tfn;ii«R iftwitSt fttt I %ii ctmi^
rri^ 2ro*RlPtt5f ^ |

(g) The threshold frequency for a certain metal is 3.3 x iqm if ̂  jj ..
of frequency 8.2 x 10"Hz is incident on that particular metal, calcukte
the cutoff voltage for photoelectric emission.

3

'9'5t 2tH^ 3.3 X 10" Hz I g j |qi4„
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(Ji) (i) The radius of the innermost electron orbit of a hydrogen atom
is 5-3x10"^^ 772. Calculate the radii of 72=2 and 72 = 3 orbits.

Given, = (72^/ 772) ( h / /e^) 2+1=3

5-3x10~^^772 72=2 n,=3

=(72V"T')(h/2;rf (4;r<?o/e^ )

01? /

(ii) What do you mean by radioactive decay ? Mention the types of
radioactive decay. ' * 1V2+1V2=3

'^PlCci ft ? C<5vgrft^ 1

(i) (i) Draw a neat circuit diagram to show a Zener diode acting as a
DC voltage regulator: What should be the approximate voltage
rating of the diode used in relation to the required output
voltage ? . 2+1=3

CvSRt? DC ^ ̂
^ I 0^ ̂̂ 5^ c#N

OR/W^

m) Write a few lines on any one of the following with purpose of
^  ̂ . 2+1=3

use :

(1) Light emitting diodes

(2) Photovoltaic devices

I  ̂W®U

(2) (LED)

(2) ^5[|MR5 Rvsj^lfl
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(a) (i) What do you understand by capacitance of a capacitor ? Write
the relation between farad(F) and picofarad {pF). Obtain an
expression for capacity of a parallel plate air capacitor. Do you
think that dielectric has important effects on capacity of a
condenser? 1+1/2+3+1/2=5

^  (f) ̂
1^ I i£i5t

OR/^^

(ii) Ri, R2 and R^ are three resistors. Parallel combination of i?2 and'
R3 is connected to R^ in series. If V be the potential difference
between the end points of the mixed combination, then show
that the total current flowing in the circuit is— ^

Fi, F2 ̂  ^ ̂2^ F3

Tfii CS^ "srt^

V{R2+R^
/ =

^1^2 ^2-^3

® (i) . Derive the expression for magnetic field at a point on the
of a circular current loop. Also find the magnetic field at
centre of the loop. < .

4+1=5

fSRsR C^IW1 ^ I

2RR! c<patwt (.51'(^p W3 I
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oR/^smt

(ii) Derive the following expression for refractive index of the
mkterial of the prisiii, where th^ symbols have their usual
meaning :

sm[.(A + D^)/2]
^21 = in[A/2]sin

The refractive index of glass in the form of a prism is unknown.
For an incident ray of light the angle of minimum deviation is
found to be 40°. Calculate the refractive index of the material of
the prism if the angle of prism is measured to be 60°. 3+2=5

"felt

*  • ^ ♦ .

.  sin[(A + £>ni)/2]
"21- sin[A/2]

^  CtRrt "2^40° 1
5t«Rt ̂  ■'rife C45f«t 60° ^ I

(c) (t) Discuss the phenomena of diffraction produced by a single slit
by drawing a neat diagram. 1+4=5

OR/WMt

(ii) Write the mass-energy equivalent relation. Who discovered the
relation ? Calculate the mass equivalent of 9 x 10^^/"energy. Does
the relation have any experimental proof ? l+l+'2+l=5

>ivivgcijvgN I TfwSt ^5rt%(^ ^sfWf ?
gxlO^^J *ri^ >iV|^§e1i ^ TfWDH 1%^ -slfWfcW
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